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INTRODUCTION

This *Special Bibliography Series*, Number 121, “The Future of American Defense Policy” was developed by the McDermott Library’s Social Sciences Bibliographer and Reference Librarian, Frances K. Scott, in support of the 60th Academy Assembly to be held at the United States Air Force Academy, 16-17 October 2018.

Most items cited in the bibliography are included in the McDermott Library’s collections, including on-line databases. This year’s topic encompasses three components. A brief summary includes examining major technological and societal changes formulating foreign policy.

The breakdown is three different panels each discussing a specific topical area and how each has produced challenges and opportunities to the US:

*Interstate*: Panel exploring how advancements in technologies along three-four areas (e.g. changes in cyber, space, missiles, and RPA).

*Intrastate*: Panel exploring how changes in technologies empower three-four actors (e.g. changes in technology that empower terrorists, NGO, and MNCs).

*Domestic*: Panel exploring how changes in American society (e.g. the turn to the private contractor, the rise of the female warrior, the recognition of transgender service, and the widening civilian-military gap).

If you are a participant in this year’s Academy Assembly (the Academy’s oldest continuing annual event), we welcome you to your United States Air Force Academy. Hopefully your stay in the Colorado Springs area will be rewarding and this year’s topic intellectually challenging.

HQ USAFA/DFLIB-REF
Attn: Ms. Frances K. Scott
Social Sciences Bibliographer
2354 Fairchild Drive, Ste 3B4
USAF Academy CO 80840-6214
Email: libinfo@usafa.edu

Comments about this year’s bibliography or other library programs should be sent to the address above.

DAVID A. SCHAFFTER
Director (Interim),
McDermott Library
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